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Trans inclusiveness : 

Concrete tools & ideas to beat root 

mechanisms of trans discriminations 

 
 

Tools & bypasses exist to overcome all the obstacles on the path to trans-inclusiveness. 

Here are some of them.  

Remember : good practices are efficient on structural discriminations only if you 

generalize  and impose them and you evaluate the results.  

 

I. Ignorance 
 

What to do? How? 

Make people in your 

country/field/organisation/company know 

transgender people exist 

Communication campaigns, flyers, 
 

=> ask trans organisations to help you 
create those campaigns: they are the most 
informed people you can find! 
 
Clearly state that  

- 
sexuality 

- being transgender is not an illness 
- they deserve respect, just like you 
- as 

they ask you to 

Be sure you have realistic view of trans 
realities 

- Ask transgender organisations for 
information 
- order academic research papers about 
how transgender people deal with a 
variety of life domains: 

- work 
- education 
- health & wellness 
- police & justice 
- housing 
- goods & services 
- ... 

Be sure trans organisations can help you 
figure out what being trans means & what 
trans people need 

Help trans organisations obtaining means 
to  

- create networks 
- unite  
- gain expertise 
- receive academic support 
- communicate 
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II.  Incomplete legislation 

 

Really? Why not                              Check  

make sure by assessing                gender recognition 

it with ?     toolkit 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tgeu.org/toolkit_legal_gender_recognition_in_europe/
http://tgeu.org/toolkit_legal_gender_recognition_in_europe/
http://tgeu.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Toolkit16_ChecklistInteractive.pdf
http://tgeu.org/toolkit_legal_gender_recognition_in_europe/
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Does your country have anti-discrimination laws? As a EU member, we can assume so. 

other 

minorities! 

 

 

                                     Start! 
 

 

aggravating circumstance for the 

same offences or crimes as - - racism? 
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III. Unapplied legislation 
 

social worker, IT specialist, boss or administrative employee will understand what anti-

discrimination laws imply for them, in their job.  

 

They all need to have concrete guidelines about how they should treat transgender 

people.  

How to create them? 

- ask transgender organisations to help you setting them up 

- ask professionals of the field where they are to be applied to help you setting them 

up 

=> If the guidelines are useless to transgender people or concretely inapplicable, making 

them is of no interest 

- make them as clear and concrete as you can 

=> If nobody understands what to do or not to do, they are as useless as a theoretical law 

 

Remember: Applying anti-discrimination laws require efforts and sometimes money. 

If respecting the guidelines is not mandatory, there is a good chance nobody will 

bother with them. 

 

+ Make sure you inform victims of discrimination about their legal recourses.  

Make these recourses accessible on a financial and intellectual level.  

Train people who will deal with these complaints to treat transgender people with 

respect  
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IV. Unadapted procedures & Misconceived 

computer systems 
 

How to make your company/school/administration structurally trans-inclusive? 

 

We are working hard creating ways to diagnose and find solutions to help any 

administration to improve and facilitate trans-inclusiveness, as well as protect trans 

people's privacy. You will be able to consult them on genrespluriels.be/idahot as soon as 

they're ready. 

 

In the meanwhile, here are some tips. 

 

Before creating automatically linked data, consider the following: 

 number or their official registered 

 

 

Include the possibility of adding a chosen name and self-identified gender. 

express their real identity. 

 

Protect privacy 

amount of personal data. Perhaps you deal with 

confidential data already. Did you realise that people's official first name and gender/sex 

(harassment, violence, social reject,...). Consider official first name and gender/sex as 

confidential. Only chosen name and self-identified gender should be accessible/visible 

 

 

Make your system adaptive 

You want your data to be trustworthy and up to date. You know people evolve, their lives 

change and so does their personal data. You probably already handle change of address 

happens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://genrespluriels.be/idahot
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Here are some questions you absolutely need to ask any administrative manager or IT 

professional working on your administration system: 

 

- Are we legally obliged to register official sex/gender? 

is a very simple solution (this data has no legal value, people should be able to choose 

whatever they feel comfortable with. Remember to include non-binary options) 

 

- Which data do we use? 

Most of the time, biological details are completely useless, you can drop sex. And if you 

is not trustworthy. 

them in a way they identify with? 

Do you need their name and their first name to identify them or would the combination 

name + date of birth be at least as efficient? 

 

- Do we really ask what we want to know? 

ect customers to 

the kind of service or product they need. In fact, it would be way more efficient to ask 

people which kind of service or product they need. 

 

like skirts or shop for a gift. I might be a man and need gynaecological consultation, etc. 

 

 

V. No visible anti-discrimination policies 
 

Here are some ideas: 

- explicitly mention gender identity & expression as forbidden discrimination 

criterions in your internal regulations 

- set up communication campaigns about this point of regulation (Remember to ask 

trans organisations to help you create those campaigns:  they are the most 

informed people you can find!) 

 

Remember: -discrimination regulations are applied, 
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VI. Unadaptable documents 
 

Perhaps you already have means to adapt documents when people change their address, 

their marital status, when they have children or when they lose family members or die 

themselves. How did you proceed to make these adaptations possible?  

 

Can you use the same process? 

 

 

 

 

 

s go! 
 

Here are some ideas: 

 

- 

name and gender?  

Did you check that a document is illegal even if there is no intention to constitute a 

forgery? 

 

- I  

Perhaps procedures exist for when you lose such a document or it is destroyed. 

Attestation of loss can, then, display (only!) up-to-date data. Be sure these attestations are 

as valid as the primary document. 

  

identity itself. 

 

Do you remember point I? When we said 

Help trans organisations obtaining means to  

- create networks 
- unite  
- gain expertise 
- receive academic support 
- communicate  

 

need transgender people to help you understand how and find solutions. You need them 

to be coherent, well informed, well organised... and sometimes helped by independent 

legal experts. 

  


